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Ryanair Orders

300 Boeing 737 MAX-10

Aircraft ($40bn)
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 Lowest fare/lowest cost EU airline group

 No. 1, Traffic: 185m (FY24)

 No. 1, Cust. service & reliability

 No. 1 EU ESG airline – Sustainalytics

 Strong (BBB) bal. sheet (S&P & Fitch)

 Fin. strength + lowest cost = L.T. winner

Europe ’s  Lowest  Cost  A i r l ine  Group
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 91 bases

 230 apts, 36 countries

 540 aircraft

 2,450+ routes

 3,000+ daily flights

 225m pax FY26

 Strong mkt. share gains

Europe ’s  No.  1  Coverage – plat for m for  g rowth  
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Strong Mkt  Share  Gains  Across  Europe

No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 Share gain

Italy easyJet ITA +13pts

Hungary Wizz LUF +12pts

Austria AUA Wizz +10pts

Poland LOT Wizz +10pts

Ireland Aer Lingus BA +9pts

Spain Vueling Iberia +3pts

UK easyJet BA +2pts

Source: Ryanair market analysis; *Apr. 2022 – Mar. 2023 (FY23) vs Apr. 2019 – Mar. 2020 (FY20)
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Recor d  300 Boeing  MAX -10  or der
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 300 Boeing MAX-10’s (subj. to AGM app. 14 Sept.)

─ 150 firm & 150 options

─ Delivs. between 2027 - 2033

 $40bn+ list price – competitive discount agreed

 21%+ seats (228 vs 189 on NGs) & LEAP engines deliver:

─ up to 20% lower fuel, CO2 & 50% less noise

─ est. 10% ex-fuel unit cost savs. (cost gap widens)

─ approx. 20% more rev. opportunities

 150 acft. to replace older NGs., 150 for growth

 Grow traffic to 300m by FY34 – approx. 30% mkt. share

 Create 10,000 new jobs for high pay aviation profs. by 2034
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Sol id  Ba lance Sheet  funds  or der

 Strong BBB credit ratings (S&P / Fitch)

 2 yr gap from B-8200 deliv. (FY25) to MAX-10 delivs. (FY27)

 Boost cashflows to min. borrow costs as int. rates rise

 Existing fleet of 540 acft. unencumbered

 Acft. capex > €2bn p.a. from 2027 onwards

 Some capex offset from NG disposals on 150 repl. acft.

 Fund from internal cash & low cost debt – stay opportunistic
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Pax p.a.
(m)

Pax Growth
(y-o-y)

Cum.
Growth

FY23 168 - -

FY27 230 +2% +36%

FY28 235 +2% +39%

FY29 240 +2% +42%

FY30 250 +4% +48%

FY31 265 +6% +57%

FY32 280 +6% +66%

FY33 290 +4% +72%

FY34 300 +3% +80%
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300 MAX-10s  Dr ive  Traf f ic  Growth  to  FY34

(i)

(i) Pax growth vs FY23 (168.6m)
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F leet  FY27 – FY34 (300  MAX -10  or der )  
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Less fuel
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Summar y
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 MAX-10 order drives fleet renewal & disciplined growth to 2034

 Traffic grows to 300m p.a. – 10,000+ new jobs

 EU airlines consolidate – big growth opportunities

 New acft. = lower costs (fuel, CO2 & ex-fuel) & more rev. ops.

 MAX-10 228 seats (+21% NG) drives sustainable profit growth

 Strong bal. sheet & liquidity supports orderbook & financing

 MAX-10 delivers for RYA guests, people & shareholders
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Discla imer

Certain of the information included in this presentation is forward looking and is subject to known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could 
cause actual results and developments to differ materially from those expressed in or implied by such forward-looking statements. By their nature, 
forward-looking statements involve risk and uncertainty because they relate to events and depend upon future circumstances that may or may not 
occur. In addition, forward looking statements require management to make estimates and judgements about future events that are inherently 
uncertain. Although these estimates and judgements are based on management’s best information available at the time, actual results may differ 
significantly from these estimates.  A number of factors could cause actual results and developments to differ materially from those expressed or 
implied by the forward-looking statements including those identified in this presentation and other factors discussed in our Annual Report or Form 
20-F filed with the SEC. It is not reasonably possible to itemise all of the many factors and specific events that could affect the outlook and results of 
an airline operating in the European economy and North Africa. Among the factors that are subject to change and could significantly impact 
Ryanair’s expected results are the airline pricing environment, fuel costs, “Brexit”, a global pandemic, competition from new and existing carriers, 
market prices for replacement aircraft, costs associated with environmental, safety and security measures, actions of the Irish, U.K., European 
Union (“EU”) and other governments and their respective regulatory agencies, fluctuations in currency exchange rates and interest rates, airport 
access and charges, labour relations, the economic environment of the airline industry, the general economic environment in Ireland, the UK and 
Continental Europe, the general willingness of passengers to travel and other economics, social and political factors and flight interruptions caused 
by volcanic ash emissions or other atmospheric disruptions. These and other factors could adversely affect the outcome and financial effects of 
events or developments referred to in this presentation on the Ryanair Group. Forward looking statements contained in this presentation based on 
trends or activities should not be taken as a representation that such trends or activities will continue in the future. 

Except as may be required by the Central Bank of Ireland, Euronext Dublin, the NASDAQ Stock Market, the U.S. Securities and Exchange 
Commission or by any other rules of any applicable regulatory body or by applicable law, the Company disclaims any obligation or undertaking to 
release publicly any updates or revisions to any forward statements contained herein to reflect any changes in the Company’s expectations with 
regard to any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based. 

This presentation contains certain forward-looking statements as defined under US legislation. By their nature, such statements involve 
uncertainty; as a consequence, actual results and developments may differ from those expressed in or implied by such statements depending on a 
variety of factors including the specific factors identified in this presentation and other factors discussed in our Annual Report or Form 20-F filed 
with the SEC.

You should not place undue reliance on any forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements in this presentation speak only as of the 
date of this presentation. 
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